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ABSTRACT 

Several argtmaents are presented which provide restrictions on  the possible 
number of crossings in drawings of bipartite graphs. In particular it is shown that 

c~(Ks.,,) = 4[~nll�89 - 1)] and er(K~.~) = 6[�89189 -- 1)1. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let Kin,. denote the complete bipartite graph on sets o f m  and n vertices, 
that is, the graph whose edges join exactly those pairs of  vertices which 
belong one to each set. Let D,~,, denote a drawing of K,~.,, that is, a 
mapping of Kin,, into the plane which takes the vertices into distinct 
points a~, b~ (1 ~ i ~ n, 1 ~ j ~ m), called nodes, and the edges into 
Jordan arcs of  finite length terminating at the appropriate nodes. A 
drawing is said to be good if no two arcs have more than one point in 
common,  and such a common point is either a node which is a terminal 
point for each of the arcs or is a crossing. Two arcs aibj, akbt (i ~ k , j  if: l) 
are said to have a crossing ifaib~ can be closed by a curve connecting ai to bj 
which is disjoint f rom akb~ and such that there are points of  akb~ both 
inside and outside the closed curve. 

In a drawing D, we denote by crD(a~, ak) the number  of  crossings of  
arcs, one terminating at a~, the other at a~, and by crD(ai) the number of  
crossings on arcs which terminate at a~ : 

crD(ai) = ~ crD(ai, a~). 
k=l 
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We define the crossing number, cr(D), of D to be the number of crossings 
in D: 

cr(D) = ~ ~, crD(ai,ak). (2) 
i~l  k=i+l 

The crossing number, cr(K~.,~), is defined to be the minimum crossing 
number among good drawings of  K . . . . .  For good drawings, crD(a i ,  ai)  = 0 
and 

cr(D) = �89 ~ crD(ai). (3) 

Although one can have drawings in which arcs are permitted to intersect 
two or more times, it is easy to verify that the crossing number of such a 
drawing will exceed that of a suitable good drawing. 

In the remaining sections a number of arguments are presented, each of 
which gives some relevant information concerning cr(K~.n). In combi- 
nation these show that for m ~ 6, 

cr(K,~,,~) = [�89189 -- 1)][�89189 1)1. (4) 

We shall refer to (4) as Zarankiewicz's conjecture and denote the right 
member by Z(m, n). 

The historical background of this problem is given in [1]. 

2. CONSTRUCTION 

Zarankiewicz [2] gave a drawing of  Kin,, which demonstrates that 

cr(Km,~) <~ Z(m, n) = [�89189 -- 1)][�89189 -- 1)]. (5) 

For example, place the nodes a / a t  the points in the plane with coordinates 
(i(--1) i, 0) and bj at points (0, j(--1)J), and join each a / t o  every bj by a 
straight line segment. 

3. COUNTING ARGUMENT 

Any drawing, D . . . .  of  Km,,~ includes n drawings of  Kin,,-1, each 
obtained by suppressing one node a i .  Each crossing aibj, akbt will occur 
in n -- 2 of these drawings, namely, those in which neither a / n o r  ak is 
suppressed, and it follows that 

(n -- 2) cr(Dm,~) ~ ncr(K,~,~_l). (6) 
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Hence we can obtain by arithmetic operations that 

cr(Km,~8_l) -:- Z(m, 2s --  1) implies cr(Km.2~ ) = Z(m, 2s), (7) 

for all n, and that 

cr(Ks.~.) = Z(5, 2s) implies cr(5,2~+LYl) >~ Z(5, 2s + 1) --  2, (8) 

for s ) 2, and more generally that 

cr(Kz~+a.2,) = Z(2r + 1, 2s) 

r 1 implies cr(K~r+l.Zs+l) ~ Z(2r + 1, 2s + 1) -- L -~ - -~T  J. (9) 

Another implication of this kind, obtained by suppressing a~ in D ..... is 

crD(ai) + cr(K..._x) ~ cr(Dm,.). (10) 

4. ZARANKIEWICZ'S ARGUMENT 

If, for some ai and a~, cr~(a~, a~) = O, then we can conclude that 

cr(Dm,~) ~ cr(K . . . .  3) + (n -- 2) cr(K~,a), 

since the crossings which involve a i ,  a~ and each other a must be at least 
cr(Km,3) in number, and those not involving a~, ak number at least 
cr(K . . . .  2)- Arithmetic manipulations again show that cr(Km,n_~)= 
Z(m, n -  2) and cr(Km.3)-~ Z(m, 3) together imply that under these 
circumstances, cr(D,n,.) >~ Z(m, n). 

This argument alone yields 

cr(Ka,n) ~- Z(3, n) = [�89 -- 1)], (11) 

since if crD(ai, ak) -7 ~ 0 for  any i, k, then cr(D3.,~) ~> (~) > Z(3, n). 
In the sequel we will assume Zarankiewicz's conjecture as an inductive 

hypothesis and as a result of this argument we can now limit our consid- 
eration to drawings in which crv(ai, ak) ~/~ 0 for any i and k, i :7~ k. 

5. PARITY ARGUMENT 

Since we are dealing with drawings in the plane, we can continuously 
deform any drawing into any other. Given two drawings D, D' of  Km,n we 
first identify the nodes of D with those of  D' and then deform the arcs of D 
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one by one into those of D'. The parity of the number of crossings of an 
arc aibj in D is only altered when a crossing arc akb~ is deformed past a 
terminal node ai or b~., o r  when asb~ is deformed across (part of) an 
arc asbj. Suppose the arc asb~ is deformed past bj .  Then the parity of the 
number of crossings of asb~ with each arc terminating at bj will be changed. 
However, if before deformation the drawing was good, in either case the 
deformation introduces an intersection of asb~ with asbj. This intersection 
will not be a crossing if we interchange the segments joining it to as �9 
(See Figure 1, in which the two pecked arcs asbt are deformations of each 

I 

/ / 

"-3/  \ 
c i b~ 

FIGURE 1 

other; the one which crosses akb~, and akbj itself, are replaced by the 
dotted arcs akbt and asbs. ) 

Therefore, in deforming akb~ past b~ we have changed the parity of the 
number of crossings on every arc terminating in b j ,  except asbj. Thus, if n 
is odd, the parity of the total number of crossings is unchanged. 

We conclude that the parity of the crossing number of two 
good drawings of K2r+l,2s+ 1 is the same. From the construction of 
Section 2, it follows that cr(K2~+l,4u+a) is even, while cr(K4,+3.4u+3) is odd. 
It also follows that, for a good drawing D of K4t+l,2s+l (or of K4t+3.~s+a), 
crD(ai) + erD(ak)- crD(ai, ak) is even (or odd, respectively), since this 
number represents the difference between the crossing number of D and 
that of the drawing obtained by suppressing nodes a~ and as in D. 

6. SPECIAL COUNTING ARGUMENT 

Let n be the least integer, if any, such that cr(Ks..) ~ Z(5, n). Implica- 
tions (7) and (8) of Section 3 show that n is odd and 

cr(Ks,~) >/Z(5, n) -- 2. (12) 

The parity argument of Section 5, together with the construction of 
Section 2, then imply equality in (12). 
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Any  drawing D of  Ks,~, satisfying 

cr(D) = Z(5, n) - -  2 

must  also satisfy 

(13)  

~,crD(ai) = 2Z(5, n )  - -  4 --~ n(2n - -  4 )  - -  2 .  
i=1 

Also, by (10), for  each i, 

crD(ai) .~ z ( 5 ,  n )  - 2 - Z ( 5 ,  n - 1) = 2n - 4. 

Therefore,  for  all but  two values of  i, we must  have crD(aO = 2n - -  4. I f  
crD(a~) has the same pari ty for  every i, then the conclusion of  Section 5 
shows that  crD(ai, ak) is even for  all i and k. By the a rgument  of  Section 4, 
crD(ai, ak) >~ 1 for  i =/= k, so in this case crD(ai, a~) >~ 2 (i ~ k) and (2) 
gives 

cr(D) ~ 2 ( 2  ) > Z(5, n), 

which contradicts  (13), our  initial assumpt ion  concerning D. 
The only other  possibility is tha t  for  exactly two values of  i, which we 

take to be 1 and  2, crD(ai) = 2n - -  5 (i = 1, 2), while erD(ai) = 2n -- 4 
(3 ~< i ~< n). The  conclusion of  Section 5 here implies that  erD(a~, ak) >~ 2 
for k > i >~ 3. The only way in which these condit ions can be satisfied is 
as follows: 

cr~(ai,  a~) = 2, 3 <~ i < k <~ n, (14)  

crD(a~, a~) = 1, i = 1, 2; 3 ~ k ~< n, (15) 

crD(al, a~) = n - -  3. (16) 

The arguments  of  the next three sections will show that  these condit ions 
cannot,  in fact, hold. 

7. CONSTRUCTIVE ARGUMENT 

Given a drawing D of  K,,~ we can construct  a drawing of  Kin,n+ 1 in the 
following manner .  Choose any node,  a~, in D, and insert a new node,  a~+ 1 , 
near ai (e.g., in a circle, center a i ,  and radius sufficiently small that  it 
contains no points  of  arcs other than  those terminat ing at ai). Join  a,+l  to 
each of  the bj by an arc which follows essentially the same path  as a~bj. We 
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can do this so that the crossings introduced between arcs an+xb~ (1 ~ j  ~ m) 
and akb~(i =~ k % n) will number crD(ai ) and those between a,+lbj) and aib~ 
can be made to number Z(m, 3) (cf. formula (18) below). The construction 
of Section 2 can be considered as a sequence of constructions of  this type. 

We may immediately conclude that the conditions (14) to (16) cannot be 
satisfied for n ~ 7, for, upon suppressing node ax, one would obtain a 
drawing D'  of  K5,,-1 satisfying crD,(ai,ak) ---- 2 (3 ~ i < k ~< n), 
crD,(a2, a k ) =  1 (3 ~ k ~ n). The above construction allows us to 
reinsert node al near a2 to produce a drawing D" of Ks,~ satisfying (14), (15) 
and crD.(al, as) = Z(5, 3) ~- 4. Such a drawing would violate condition 
(12). 

The problem of confirming Zarankiewicz's conjecture for Ks,. is thus 
reduced to the cases n = 5 and n = 7. 

8. PERMUTATION ARGUMENT 

Let D be a drawing of  K,, , ,  and let ai be a node. We may associate with 
a, a set ~r~ of permutations of  the integers 1 ~ j ~ m by the following 
procedure. Draw a closed curve round a , ,  sufficiently small that it inter- 
sects each arc aib~ exactly once in a point P j .  The members of  rri are the 
clockwise orders of the labels j of these points. The m members of rr~ are 
cyclic transpositions of  each other. We denote by 77, the set of  anti- 
clockwise orders of  the labels. 

I f  crD(ai, a~) = 0, then 7ri = 77~. 
I f  the triad JlJ2Ja occurs in the same order in 7q and rrk, it is necessary 

that there be at least one crossing among the six arcs a~b~, akbj. 
More generally, let X~,k be the minimum number of  interchanges among 

adjacent elements of  a member  of ~-i to obtain a member  of ~'k then it 
follows inductively that 

cro(ai , ak) ~ X~,k. (17) 

In the case rri = 7rk, (17) implies that  

cro(ai , a~) ~ Z(m, 3). (18) 

In the case Ks,, there are 4! possible sets zq. In order to realize the 
requirements (14) to (16) for n = 5, the permutations rri would have to 
satisfy the conditions Xl,k = X~,k = 1 (k ---- 3, 4, 5) and Xi,~ ~ 2 
(otherwise). We may without loss of  generality represent z? 1 as (12345); 
rr3, rr 4 , and zr5 would then each have to differ by exactly one adjacent 
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interchange f rom r71 , and in virtue of  (18) they must be distinct. They are 
thus to be chosen from 

(21345), (13245), (12435), (12354), and (52341). (19) 

There is no permutation set 77~, distinct f rom 771 , which differs by only one 
adjacent interchange f rom three of (19). In consequence, the conditions (14) 
to (16) cannot be met for n = 5. 

For n = 7, conditions (14) to (16) imply that X1,2 = 4, X2,k = 1 
(3 ~< k ~ 7) and Xi,k ~< 2 (otherwise). I f  we represent 7? 2 by (12345) then 
~r~ (3 ~< k ~ 7) must again be distinct and chosen from the permutations 
(19). Hence they must be (19). 

9. Hocus-Pocus  ARGUMENT 

We now show that in a good drawing D of Ks, 6 with nodes ak 
(2 ~ < k ~ < 7 ) ,  bj (1 ~< j~<5) ,  and with 7? 2 =  (12345), rr 3=(21345) ,  
~r 4 = (13245), rr 5 = (12435), ~'n = (12354), rr 7 = (52341), it is not 
possible to satisfy crD(a2, a k ) =  1 (3 ~ k ~< 7) and cro(ai, ak )=  2 
(3 ~< i ~< 7). I f  we consider the portion of D, involving only arcs termi- 
nating at as and a3, under the circumstances given here, it may be drawn 
in two possible ways, with a3b2 crossing a2b 1 , or with a3bl crossing a2b2. 
Without loss of  generality, we assume the former (Figure 2). 

G 2 

+ 

(13 

b5 

FIGURE 2 

In order that cro(a2, a~) = i and crD(a3, ak) = 2 (4 ~< k ~< 7), each 
of  the nodes ak (4 ~< k ~< 7) must lie in one of the regions marked I and I I  
in Figure 2. For  example, if a4 were to lie in region III ,  the arcs a4b ~ 
( j  = 1, 2, 3) would each have to cross an arc of  the circuit a2b4a3bsa~, 
while a4bl and a4b2 also cross the circuit aJFa3b3a2. Moreover, no arc 
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terminating at any ae (4 ~< k ~< 7) can cross the arc a2b5 �9 This last fact 
implies that in the portion of D involving arcs terminating in a2 and as the 
crossing must occur between arcs a6b5 and a264 �9 But then repetition of this 
argument with as replacing a 3 (see Figure 3) leads to the conclusion that 
arcs terminating at a4, aa ,  and a7 cannot cross a2ba �9 The portion of D 
involving arcs terminating at a2 and a7 likewise must have a crossing 
between arcs a7b 5 and a2bl. From this we can deduce that the arcs 
terminating at a4 and a5 cannot cross a2b2 (in Figure 3, replace a6 by aT, and 
interchange bl with b4 and b 2 with b3). But now we have seen that arcs 
terminating at a 4 cannot cross either a2ba or a262. It  is then impossible 
to draw the portion of D involving arcs terminating at a2 and a4 with only 
one crossing. This contradiction shows that a good drawing D of K5,6 with 

(12 

~ o6 

FIGURE 3 

b5 

the indicated properties is impossible. Since a drawing of Ks, ~ which 
violates Zarankiewicz's hypothesis would necessarily contain such a 
drawing, we can conclude that, for all n, 

cr(Ks.~) = Z(5, n) = 4[�89189 --  1)] 

and hence, by (7), that 

cr(K6,~) = Z(6, n) = 6 [ ln ] [ �89  1)]. 

10. CONCLUSION 

Zarankiewicz's conjecture is true for m ~< 6: 

cr(K,,,,) = [�89189 1)][�89189 1)l, m ~ < 6 ,  
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and  the count ing a rgument  of Section 3 now enables us to establish the 

lower bound  

cr(K,,n) ~ ~m(m -- 1)[�89 - -  1)], m ~ 5. 

For  example, this, together with the pari ty argument ,  gives cr(Kv,v) ~ 77, 
so that cr(KT,~) is 77, 79, or 81. Which? 
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